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English
Poem:
My five senses:
My eyes can see the big bright sun,
My nose can smell hot cinnamon buns.
My ears can hear the big loud drum,
My tongue can taste good things, yum, yum!
My hands can feel the sand, what fun!
I like my senses, everyone!
Mathematics
Numbers:
Sort numbers 1 to 5. Write numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 on small pieces of paper. Ask
your child to put them in the correct order. You can also do this with number names.
For example: one, two, three, four and five.
Write numbers one to five in the correct order by using these rhymes.
1: Number 1 is like a stick, a straight line that is very quick.
2: Around and back on the railroad track, two-two, two-two.
3: Around the tree, around the tree. That is how you make a three.
4: Down and over and down once more. That is how you make a four.
5: You jump right in and swim around. When you get tired go back to the ground.
Life Skills
General knowledge:
Look for any object at home that starts with the letter ‘a’.
Practise left and right. It is particularly important for your child to understand which
side is left and which is right in order to follow instructions correctly.
Gross motor skills:
Practise bouncing and catching a tennis ball with one hand. Alternate left and right
hands.
Balance a book on your child’s head and let them walk across the room without
dropping it. Count how many times they can walk without dropping it.
Memory and concentration:
Place three random objects in front of your child. Let them take a close look and
name the objects out loud. Now cover the objects with a cloth and ask them to tell
you what objects they can remember. As soon as your child is comfortable and
confident with this activity you can increase the number of objects.
General:
• Colour the correct picture
• Trace the letter ‘a’
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